To keep students and staff safe, a growing number of school districts are beginning the 2020-21 school year fully remote. District leadership teams can leverage this fully-remote time to proactively plan for what safely easing students staff back into a hybrid model might look like down the road, when public health conditions allow. ERS COVID Comeback Models are adaptable blueprints for creating hybrid schedules staff roles, and districtwide structures.

START HERE: Decision Points guide and explainer video can help you choose and adapt the right model for your community.

OPTIONS:
Various types of models for elementary, middle, and highschool (includes video explainers)

WHAT'S INSIDE A COMEBACK MODEL?
- Sample student groupings and staff roles
- Concrete examples of daily schedules
- Implications for district-level structures and ideas for how to customize

BENEFITS
- Plan now, phase back in when safe
- Adapt for your local context
- Accounts for physical distancing
- Supports SEL and relationship-building
- Prioritizes students with higher needs
- Enables flexible regrouping
- Protects teacher planning time
- Includes logistics like arrival and lunch

+ REMOTE SCHEDULING COMPANION